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Introduction
The ‘Opunohu Valley is the largest windward valley 
on Mo‘orea, second largest of the windward islands of 
the Society archipelago. The valley is divided into two 
main districts, Tupauruuru (eastern sector) and Amehiti 
(western sector) (Figure 1).  Despite the long history of 
archaeological research in the ‘Opunohu Valley (Green 
1961; Green & Descantes 1989; Green et al. 1967; Kahn 
2003, 2005a, 2006, 2007, 2010, 2011; Kahn & Kirch 
2003, 2011; Lepofsky 1994; Lepofsky & Kahn 2011), 
few archaeological excavations have been carried out at 
marae or ceremonial temple sites in lower portions of 
the Amehiti District. Previous research has suggested 
that Amehiti lacks the same level of temple elaboration 
as that found in Tupauruuru and has a reduced 
frequency of high status residential or specialized sites 
(Green 1996), leading some to argue that the Amehiti 
District housed individuals of somewhat lower status 
than those found in Tupauruuru.  
Archaeologists worldwide have argued that 
monumental public architecture served as one particular 
strategy for elites to proclaim and maintain socio-
political power (DeMarrais et al. 1996; Trigger 1990). 
In many complex societies, elites promulgated divine 
descent. Rituals carried out by divine rulers at public 
monuments both legitimated structures of authority 
and generated political authority, through elites’ 
perceived capacity as the ‘proper’ conduits to the 
sacred (Carballo 2012; Kahn & Kirch in press). The 
elaboration of monumental spaces on the landscape, 
and their increasing exclusivity and/or isolation 
through time, likewise served to consolidate elite power 
and authority (Kahn & Kirch 2013; Siegel 1999). Etic 
views of monumental architecture typically confirm the 
religious and political nature of such monuments. For 
example, Maya kings and rulers actively commissioned 
temples and dynastic monuments to “express the power 
of their governments and their relationships within 
and between realms” (Friedel 1992:120). Society 
Islands ethnohistoric documents illustrate how pre-
contact Ma‘ohi social groups actively competed in 
tribute presentations to the elites which took place 
at monumental temples. This tribute was largely 
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appropriated by the elites into the political economy 
(Moerenhout 1837[I]:518), illustrating the intertwined 
nature of rituals at monumental sites, the economy, and 
political power.
Because temple sites are the main form of ‘public 
architecture’ in traditional Society Island chiefdoms 
and provide a key material index of ideological control 
and social power for ruling elites, testing models of 
status and residence in the ‘Opunohu Valley requires 
a broad testing and sampling methodology. As I will 
argue, more detailed research is required in the lower 
Amehiti District, as a dense concentration of temples, 
shrines, and residential sites suggests the presence of 
an aggregate ritual center of some import at the ScMo-
15 Complex (Kahn 2011). Data from surface mapping, 
test excavations, and radiocarbon dating at ScMo-15 
are reported here to illustrate the nature of aggregate 
marae complexes in Amehiti and their relationship to 
socio-political status and settlement patterns. As will be 
argued, the presence of the ScMo-15 aggregate complex 
problematizes accepted models of ‘Opunohu Valley 
settlement, as it appears to represent a somewhat high-
ranking site situated within a zone typically classified 
as being of lower status than the Tupauruuru sector. 
A second impetus for this project was the 
knowledge that the lower Amehiti sector was to 
be targeted by the French Polynesian government 
for agricultural development. Realizing that such 
development might lead the lower Amehiti sites to be 
at risk, I carried out limited test excavations in 2006 
at two marae, ScMo-15H and ScMo-15B, found in a 
substantial archaeological complex that had already 
been impacted by an access road for logging. The 
aim was to recover wood charcoal samples from test 
pits in these marae enclosures to submit for AMS 
radiocarbon determinations. In this article, I discuss 
the test excavations at these two temples, providing 
data on site context, site stratigraphy, and the sub-
surface features encountered in the excavations. I end 
with a discussion of the dated archaeological contexts 
and their implications for modeling social change in 
the late prehistoric Society Island chiefdoms. 
‘Opunohu Valley Survey Data
Survey data for ‘Opunohu Valley marae are extensive 
but are biased towards the Tupauruuru sector; portions 
of the Amehiti sector remain unexplored or have 
Figure 1.  Mo‘orea Island and the ‘Opunohu Valley, showing the Tupauruuru and Amehiti districts and location of 
ScMo-15 along the lower Amehiti flat.
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already been impacted by development (Figure 1). In 
his exploratory monograph on Society Island “stone 
remains”, Emory mapped and described two temple 
sites in Tupauruuru (1933:106-107, Figures 70, 71). 
Green’s pioneering settlement pattern research in the 
‘Opunohu Valley, carried out during 1960-1962 (Green 
1961; Green et al. 1967), resulted in the mapping and 
description of over 145 religious structures (marae and 
shrines1) (Green & Descantes 1989), the majority of 
which were located in the Tupauruuru District. Green 
did describe fifteen temple sites and twenty shrines in 
Amehiti, noting that temple sites in this district were 
often less elaborate than those found in Tupauruuru 
(Green et al. 1967; Green & Descantes 1989). 
Recent field reconnaissance and site survey by the 
author in the Amehiti sector (Kahn 2002, 2005b, 2005c; 
Kahn & Kirch 2013; Lepofsky & Kahn 2011) has 
similarly added to Green’s original data, describing six 
newly discovered marae and shrines in this understudied 
portion of the valley. Collectively, the extant survey 
data clearly demonstrate significant variability in 
‘Opunohu Valley temple architecture, likely relating 
to change through time, varying marae function, and 
diachronic shifts in social status and relationships 
between social groups. Temple structures from at least 
three main categories of marae (community, specialist, 
and family) are represented in Amehiti, while the most 
elaborate forms with stepped altars are only found in 
the Tupauruuru sector. 
Excavation Results for ‘Opunohu Valley 
Marae
The size and morphology of Society Island temples 
changed over the c. 750 years of pre-contact Ma‘ohi 
settlement, with a general trend towards greater 
elaboration and monumentality. Recent ‘Opunohu 
Valley syntheses illustrate that simple temples were 
constructed in the valley as early as AD 1350 (Kahn 
2011). A number of marae types were constructed 
during the 15th-16th centuries, including simple marae 
lacking ahu (altars) which likely served as family marae, 
with more elaborate marae with ahu being constructed 
ca. AD 1400–1650 (Kahn 2011). Sharp and colleagues’ 
(2010) precise U-TH chronology documents the rapid 
advent of temples with coral incorporated into their 
altars between ca. AD 1620–1760. Thus, the largest 
and most elaborate temples were constructed in the 
period just prior to European contact. 
Archaeological data, as well as ethnographic 
sources (Eddowes 1991; Green & Green 1968; Oliver 
1974) describe how many Society Island ritual sites 
were renovated, elaborated, or enlarged through time. In 
the ‘Opunohu Valley, temples in aggregate marae sites 
can span multiple episodes of site elaboration, with 
individual sites being renovated and/or the complex 
seeing the addition of new structures. Most aggregate 
centers see episodes of site elaboration in the period 
between AD 1400–1650, and a second period of site 
efflorescence after AD 1650 (Kahn 2011). As outlined 
in the following section, data from ScMo-15 exhibit 
similar trends and thus add to the corpus of evidence 
suggesting that excavation sequences are needed to 
clearly outline temple renovation events which can be 
difficult to identify based on surface remains alone. 
The ScMo-15 Site Complex
First mapped by Green in 1960 (see Green & Descantes 
1989:23-26), ScMo-15 is situated in the Amehiti sector 
along the lower valley flat (Figure 2). This area has 
been subject to much modern development; recent 
surveys (Kahn 2002; Lepofsky 1994) have noted that 
many site complexes in lower Amehiti first described 
by Green are now destroyed. Because this area was 
likely to be subject to further development, the ScMo-
15 Complex was considered as a high priority for 
immediate excavation. Unfortunately, since the study 
described here, ScMo-15 was indeed impacted by a 
new pineapple plantation, and the lower marae (15B) 
was completely destroyed by bulldozers.
The ScMo-15 Complex has several interesting 
features, including a high density of house sites 
associated with two marae (Tables 1 and 2). Structure 
Jennifer G. Kahn
Table 1. General characteristics of Marae sites ScMo-15B, 15H.
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15H is the most upslope structure in the complex and 
is an ahu-bearing marae, Type IIIc (following Green’s 
[1961:171] classification of ‘Opunohu Valley marae) 
(Table 1). This temple incorporates loaf-shaped worked 
stones in its architecture and is one of only four temples 
in the valley exhibiting such elaborate architecture 
(Kahn 2010). Marae structure ScMo-15B is situated 
downslope of Structure 15H. This temple lacks an ahu 
but has a well-defined backrest stone and two appended 
shrines with rows of upright stones. 
Other structures in the complex likewise suggest 
the elaborate nature of ScMo-15. As can be seen in 
Figure 2, three detached shrines, in addition to at least 
five rectangular houses, two large round-ended houses, 
several pavements, and other probable habitation 
terraces are situated between and below marae 15B 
and 15H (Table 2). On Shrine 15C, we recovered a ti‘i 
or god figure fashioned from red tuff, a soft malleable 
stone. These small images have been described as 
‘fetchers’, mediators between the world of the gods and 
the world of the living (Campbell 1991; Mu-Liepmann 
& Milledrogues 2008). Their common placement on 
shrines indicates active invocation and places of ritual 
performance. In addition, Green’s original survey data 
suggests that at least two large round-ended houses were 
associated with the complex, including 15K, which 
likely served as an elite sleeping house, and 15L, which 
likely functioned as a specialized structure for assembly 
(Green 1996; Orliac 1982); these two structures have 
been impacted by modern development (see Figure 2). 
Round-ended houses used for public assembly are 
considered a material proxy for the presence of elites in 
prehistoric Ma‘ohi society (Green 1996). 
Thus, at the ScMo-15 Complex we find a 
concen-tration of ritual structures, house sites, some 
of an elaborate nature, and specialized structures. 
Such concentrations of one or more temple sites, in 
association with shrines and residential and specialized 
structures, have been described as aggregate site 
complexes (Kahn 2011). In the Society Islands, 
concentrations of temple sites, as are found in aggregate 
site complexes, are considered material equivalents 
Figure 2.  Plan View of the ScMo-15 Aggregate Marae Complex.
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Table 2. Surface Features at the ScMo-15 Complex. Feature descriptions are after Kahn (unpublished field notes, 2002) and 
Green & Descantes (1989).
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of kin-congregations (Oliver 1974) where lineages 
proliferated and segmented through time. Thus, a 
comparison of the initial construction dates for marae 
ScMo-15H and ScMo-15B, which vary in both size 
and complexity, will refine our knowledge of site 
construction sequences and site contemporaneity within 
large, multi-structure and multi-marae complexes, 
which are ubiquitous throughout the ‘Opunohu Valley 
and other windward Society Island contexts (Wallin 
1993). Site construction sequences at ScMo-15 also 
have bearing on the segmentation and proliferation 
of kin-congregations and their relationship to broader 
socio-political transformations in the late prehistoric 
Society Island chiefdoms. 
Results from the ScMo-15H Excavations
The ScMo-15H marae includes a simple enclosure 
and a detached ahu (Table 1, Figure 3); the latter is 
built with cut and faced basalt and loaf-shaped worked 
stones, an architectural style purported to date to the 
proto-historic period just prior to European contact. 
Figure 3.  Plan View of ScMo-15H showing the trench excavated in 2004 (white fill) and additional units excavated in 2006 (grey 
fill). Numbers 1 and 2 mark the uprights at either end of the ahu.  
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An examination of the surface remains suggested 
that the simple enclosure may have predated the ahu 
construction. During the 2004 field season a 1m x 
6m trench was opened between the detached ahu and 
the marae enclosure to understand the sequence of 
site construction (Kahn 2005b, 2005c; Figure 3). At 
least four episodes of site use were indicated by site 
stratigraphy (Kahn 2005b, 2005c; Table 3). The first 
(Construction Event 1, associated with Stratigraphic 
Deposits IV, V) involved the construction and use 
of a single course alignment. This feature possibly 
served as a portion of a simple curbstone outline for a 
house built directly on the surface of the sterile basal 
deposit. Construction Event 2 (associated with Strata 
IV) was related to the construction of the simple marae 
enclosure (e.g., the paved enclosure with uprights). 
The third period of site use (Construction Event 
3, associated with Strata III) saw the construction 
of the detached ahu with worked stones. Strata II is 
interpreted as the main cultural deposit associated 
with the final use of the marae. Table 4 describes the 
posthole and combustion features located in the 2004 
excavations (Features 1-4). 
Additional excavations at ScMo-15H were 
required to determine if the single course alignment, 
situated stratigraphically within the earliest deposits 
pre-dating the construction of the marae, corresponded 
to a portion of a simple curbstone outline for a house 
(Kahn 2005c). In 2006, four additional 1m x 1m test 
units were excavated to the east and west of the original 
trench (Figure 3) to determine if this feature was larger 
than the area exposed in 2004 and if it was a portion of 
a round-ended house. While the stone alignment did not 
continue into adjacent units excavated in 2006, a large 
posthole (Feature 12) was exposed (Table 4), providing 
further evidence for activities carried out at this site 
prior to the construction of the marae. A substantial 
posthole cut from Strata IV into Strata V, Feature 12 
was found at the same surface occupation as the single 
course alignment found in the 2004 excavations in unit 
N103 E100. The posthole was found c. 1.5m to the north 
of the single course alignment situated in unit N105 
E99. Further excavations are required to determine 
both the extent and nature of these activities; current 
evidence suggests a residential function pre-dating the 
construction of the marae. 
Several other sub-surface features were recovered in 
the 2006 excavations (Table 4, Features 5-12). Features 
5-11 were cut from Strata II into Strata IV, and thus are 
associated with the final use of the ahu/marae enclosure. 
Posthole Features 2-7 were found in close proximity to 
the ahu. These data suggest that posthole Features 2-7 
are the material remains of the emplacement of unu – 
elongate wooden boards which were elaborately carved 
and put up in marae, often along the face of the ahu 
(Babadzan 1989:41; Eddowes 1991:73-84). 
Table 3.  ScMo-15H stratigraphic descriptions.
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Table 4. Excavated sub-surface features, ScMo-15H.
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Figure 4. Plan view of ScMo-15-B-W-O showing test pits excavated in 2006.
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Radiocarbon Dating Results – ScMo-15H
Two charcoal samples from ScMo-15H were submitted 
to the Australian Institute of Nuclear Science and 
Engineering (AINSE) facility for AMS dating (Kahn 
2011). OZJ-698 dates a charcoal sample taken from 
Feature 4, a small scoop hearth associated with Strata 
IV, the construction fill deposit for the marae enclosure 
(see Tables 4, 5, and 6). This sample was located 27 cm 
below the surface paving of the marae enclosure and 
dates activities associated with the initial construction 
of the enclosure. The sample produced a calibrated 
age range of AD 1438–1635 at 2 sigma; the 1 sigma 
calibrations suggest that the sample most likely dates 
to AD 1445–1522. The OZJ-701 wood charcoal was 
removed from 2cm below the base of the detached 
ahu and dates the construction of the ahu. The sample 
produced a calibrated age range with multiple intercepts 
at 2 sigma; the calibrated age ranges suggest that the 
sample most likely dates somewhere between AD 
1665–1785. Thus, consistent with expectations from 
the site stratigraphy, the AMS dates for ScMo-15H
Table 5. Radiocarbon determinations for the dated ScMo-15 structures.
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Calibrated Age at 1 σ Calibrated Age at 2 σ 
OZJ-698 ScMo-15H Layer 4, Feature 
4, scoop hearth. N 
106.89 E 100.00 
27 cmbs. Dates 
construction of 
the initial marae 
platform. 




OZJ-701 ScMo-15H Layer B1, N102.06 
E100.70 56 cmbd, 
2 cm below base of 
ahu stones, dates 
construction of the 
ahu. 









OZJ-699 ScMo-15B Dates Feature 1, 
TP1, object 47. Earth 
oven cut into Layer 
B construction fi ll 
deposits 40 cm below 
the north enclosing 
wall of the marae. 
Dates the initial 
construction of the 
marae enclosure.




OZJ-700 ScMo-15B Obj, 4, TP1, Layer 
B1, N0.29 E0.89 
44 cmbd. Isolated 
charcoal recovered 
under paving stone 
#9. Dates marae 
enclosure paving 
episode/fi nal use. 
125 ± 50 -25.5 AD 1683–1712 (12.2%)






confirm that the simple marae enclosure was constructed 
before the detached ahu, sometime during the mid-
15th to early 17th centuries, while the ahu with worked 
stones was constructed sometime later, during the mid-
17th to late 18th centuries. While the initial use of the 
site, likely associated with residential activities, has yet 
to be dated using radiometric techniques, stratigraphic 
evidence supports that this period of site use predates 
the mid-15th century. 
Results from the ScMo-15B Excavations 
ScMo-15B lacks an ahu but includes a well-paved 
interior court with two uprights and a backrest stone 
(Table 1, Figure 4). This Type IIIi marae has walls 
composed of parallel rows of un-worked prismatic 
basalt boulders and cobbles, about 30cm high and 1m 
wide. The space between the parallel wall alignments 
has earthen fill. This type of wall construction is found 
at other temples in the valley and may represent an 
‘early’ form of marae wall construction (see Green et 
al. 1967). 
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Figure 5. ScMo-15B, East wall profile, Test Pits 1, 2.
Figure 6. ScMo-15B, Feature 1 after excavation. Note its placement underneath the northern enclosure wall of the marae 
(elongated surface stone is southern face of the marae wall). 
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Two paved shrines are attached to the marae 
enclosure. The first, Structure W, is a small rectangular 
shrine appended to the NE end of the marae structure. 
The interior is well-paved with vesicular basalt cobbles. 
A single upright (object 2 in Figure 4) is located in 
the NE corner of the shrine. Uprights number 3 and 4 
are located just outside of the NE corner of the shrine. 
The second paved shrine, Structure O, is appended to 
the eastern wall near the SE corner of the marae. This 
shrine is rather disturbed, but intact areas demonstrate 
that the walls were stacked two courses high. This 
large rectangular shrine has a notch at the northern 
end and the interior is well-paved. Seven uprights are 
found on Shrine O and they appear to be situated in 
parallel rows. 
Two test pits, TP 1 and TP 2, were excavated; these 
were situated to bisect the north wall of the marae 
where Shrine W was appended (Figure 4). The units 
were placed to bisect both the northern wall of the 
marae enclosure as well as the pavement of Shrine W. 
Table 6. ScMo-15B stratigraphic descriptions.







1 Earth oven TP1 64-82 52 x 74 Minimal dimensions; feature bisects wall 
and was not completely excavated. Oval 
shape. Fill has concentrated charcoal, high 
ash content, fi re-cracked rock, and ahi ma‘a 
stones (the latter are concentrated 2-3 cm 
into feature fi ll). Top layer has charcoal, 
sediment, and vesicular basalt oven stones. 
This overlays a thin layer of ash, which 
overlays a thin layer of red oxidized soil. Cut 
into Strata III construction fi ll deposits, c. 40 
cm below north wall of marae. Basal limit 
of feature is 6 cm above the top of Strata IV 
(the sterile clay deposit). 




TP1 52-76 19 x 20 Unexcavated, found in south wall profi le 
of TP 1. Cut into Strata III construction fi ll 
deposit. Only the edge of feature is exposed. 
In-situ burn feature with concentration of 
charcoal chunks, ash, vesicular basalt rock, 
fi re-cracked rock. Contents suggest the 
exposed feature is an earth oven. Top depth 
is ca. 10 cm below paving stone base.  
Table 7.  ScMo-15B sub-surface features.
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The excavations documented that the paving stones 
in both the marae enclosure and shrine were based in 
Strata II (Figure 5; Table 6). Charcoal sample OZJ-
700, taken from the base of a paving stone in TP1 was 
submitted to AINSE to date the construction of the 
marae paving, presumably synonymous with the final 
use of the marae. Rubble fill begins just below the base 
of the paving stones in the marae enclosure interior. 
The excavations revealed that the interior of the marae 
wall starts primarily as rubble fill and then shifts to a 
rubble and earthen fill. Foundation stones at the end 
of Strata III were found beneath the northern marae 
enclosure wall; this formed a stable foundation for the 
construction/placement of the wall.
Two earth ovens were exposed in the excavations. 
Feature 1, a large earth oven, partially bisects the west 
wall of TP 1. This feature is clearly based in the lower 
half of the Strata III construction fill deposit (Figures 
6 and 7, Table 7). The top of Feature 1 is situated 
4cm below the foundation stones used to support the 
northern enclosure wall for the marae. Charred Aleurites 
moluccana endocarp fragments from this feature (OZJ-
699) were submitted for radiocarbon dating to provide a 
secure date for the construction of the marae enclosure. 
Feature 2 is an in-situ burn feature that was minimally 
exposed in the south wall profile of TP 1 (Table 6). The 
high concentration of charcoal, and its association with 
ash and fire-cracked rock, suggest that Feature 2 is also 
an earth oven. Feature 2 is situated in the upper half 
of Strata III construction fill deposits, similar to the 
context of Feature 1. Both earth ovens were situated 
within the construction fill of the temple enclosure, and 
directly beneath the foundation stones for the marae. 
Their context suggests the remains of feasting activities 
which took place during the construction of the temple. 
Indeed, similar patterns of earth ovens being situated 
within the construction fill and/or below the walls of 
of temple sites have been found at other ceremonial 
complexes in the ‘Opunohu Valley (Kahn 2011) and on 
Tahiti (Garanger 1980). These features likely represent 
dedicatory ovens where feast foods were cooked for 
communal celebrations marking temple completion 
and ritual ‘opening’ of the sites (Kahn 2011; see also 
Eddowes 1991:187). 
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Figure 7. Photo of ScMo-15B, Feature 1 after excavation. Note placement of Feature 1 in the construction fill of the marae 
enclosure, underneath stones found in retaining wall for the stone enclosure (two stones at right side of photo). 
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Radiocarbon Dating Results – ScMo-15B
OZJ-699 dates Feature 1, an earth oven cut into the 
construction fill of the marae, c. 40cm below the north 
enclosing wall of the marae. Based on stratigraphic 
evidence, the sample dates the initial construction of 
the marae enclosure. The dated carbonized Aleurites 
moluccana endocarp fragment yielded a calibrated 
date between the early 15th -early 16th centuries (Kahn 
2011). OZJ-700, wood charcoal recovered just under 
the marae pavement, yielded a calibrated date with 
multiple intercepts at both 1 and 2 sigma (see Table 5). 
The sample most likely dates to sometime during the 
19th century, indicating that the final episode of marae 
construction (the placement of the interior paving) 
and/or use was after European contact. Thus, similar 
to ScMo-15B, the dated construction events at ScMo-
15H indicate that there were more than one marae 
construction and use events, and these events spanned 
at least three centuries. 
Figure 8. Schematic view of significant sites found in lower Amehiti.
Summary
If present typologies are to be contextualized within 
chronological models that incorporate marae 
reconstruction events, additional excavations are 
needed at temple sites throughout the Society Island 
archipelago. For example, the ScMo-15H excavations 
described here demonstrate that this detached ahu with 
worked loaf stones was added to a simple marae court 
that had been constructed several centuries earlier. 
This problematizes chronological models based on 
marae surface architecture alone. Such models must 
be used cautiously and tested through data derived 
from archaeological excavation, given that temples in 
aggregate complexes can have multiple construction 
events spanning several centuries in time.
A comparison of the radiocarbon dates for 
marae ScMo-15H and ScMo-15B indicates that 
both structures in this large site complex were first 
constructed as simple marae enclosures lacking ahu 
Temple renovations, aggregate marae, and ritual centers
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sometime during the early 15th -early 16th centuries. 
These marae were then used for the next several 
centuries and both were elaborated in the 19th century, 
although in different manners. At ScMo-15H, the final 
episode of marae construction involved the addition 
of a detached ahu with worked loaf stones; at ScMo-
15B the final episode of marae use was associated 
with the paving of the interior court. As such, the 
ScMo-15 data support other evidence from ‘Opunohu 
Valley aggregate marae complexes indicating that 
such complexes represent palimpsests of centuries of 
growth and development, whereby different structures 
were constructed while others were elaborated 
through time (Kahn 2011). Similar to other aggregate 
centers, ScMo-15 became a focus for residential and 
ritual activity in the early 15-16th centuries, a period 
of major inland expansion. The final phases of site 
elaboration were completed in the 100 years prior to 
European contact when the ‘Opunohu Valley was split 
into two socio-districts (Tupauruuru and Amehiti) 
(Henry 1928:92; see also Handy 1930:79–80). I argue 
that the marae remodeling events that are common 
during this later period are material manifestations 
of shifts in socio-political relations among competing 
elite groups in the valley. 
Conclusions
As mentioned at the outset of the article, most 
settlement pattern models for the ‘Opunohu Valley have 
remarked upon the lack of well-defined elite complexes 
in the Amehiti sector. As I have argued, the ScMo-15
Complex, as well as several other sites situated on the 
lower Amehiti flat, problematize this notion and suggest 
there was an early influx of high-status individuals 
into the lower Amehiti sector. While sites in the upper 
reaches of Amehiti have some evidence for high-
status individuals (most notably the ario‘i, members 
of an elite fertility group), the majority of sites at 
upper elevations appear related to lineages of low 
(commoner) to moderate status (Kahn & Kirch 2013). 
Thus, there is some local variation within settlement 
patterns in different elevations and ecological contexts 
of the Amehiti District, as well as variation between the 
districts of Amehiti and Tupauruuru. 
Numerous lines of evidence point towards the 
sacred nature of the ScMo-15 Complex, including the 
high frequency of shrines, temples, and specialized 
sites. The temple construction deposits illustrate that 
ritualized activities accompanied marae construction, 
namely feasting and ‘opening events’. Ethnohistoric 
accounts document how temples, especially those of 
the community rank or higher, were considered ra‘a or 
sacred and as such they were considered tapu, restricted 
places set aside for ritual activities rather than daily 
use. The very act of constructing a temple was sacred 
and thus, was bound by sets of rules and practices. 
Henry (1928:131-32) describes how when constructing 
a national marae, workers were housed in isolated 
encampments and the local populace was not allowed 
to approach the site. Once the stones for the walls of 
the marae were collected, priests sprinkled water on 
the ground while chanting a consecration prayer. This 
reference provides glimpses into some of the ritual 
performance activities surrounding the construction of 
sacred sites, similar to the data provided by the ScMo-
15 archaeological excavations. 
In looking at the ScMo-15 Complex within the 
broader landscape of lower Amehiti, one can see that 
the complex is surrounded by several other significant 
sites that are found at the confluence of two major 
branches of a river (see Figure 8). These include ScMo-
1, a substantial site comprised of numerous elaborate 
terraces and pavements. Its large size, elaborate nature, 
and unique elements such as ramped entryways, 
suggests that the complex may have had a community-
level performative function, perhaps for tribute or ritual 
offerings. Just across the river lies ScMo-2, the only 
marae in Amehiti with an ahu constructed from cut and 
faced coral blocks. ScMo-2 is associated with a number 
of elaborate enclosures and a rectangular house. To the 
NE of ScMo-15, an elaborate house platform, ScMo-
16, is found. This site includes an elaborate, well-
paved terrace that likely served as a house platform, 
in addition to several smaller structures on a living 
flat, some of which are associated with stone uprights. 
Stone uprights incorporated into residential platforms 
and pavements are indicative of elite house rank or 
specialized-use sites (Kahn 2005). Finally, ScMo-28, 
the only other temple site in Amehiti that has loaf-
shaped stones incorporated into its architecture (Kahn 
2010), is found in the nearby vicinity. 
Thus, a broader landscape view confirms that 
ScMo-15 is not the only site of some status found in 
the lower reaches of Amehiti sector; this aggregate 
complex is encircled by other elaborate site types of 
varying function. Few of these other sites have been 
excavated, but surface remains tentatively suggest 
they functioned as high status residences, ritual areas, 
and areas for communal presentations and/or the 
offering of tribute. Green excavated several structures 
associated with ScMo-4, notably Structure A, a large 
round-ended house, and Structure B, a rectangular 
house (Green et al. 1967). Both sites had at least two 
periods of occupation, with round-ended House A 
being enlarged and elaborated in its final period of use. 
Structure A in both its iterations has been interpreted 
as an elite residence (Green 1996; Orliac 1982:277), 
with Structure B perhaps serving as a structure for 
spectators of dance (Orliac 1982:150-152, 283). Based 
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on a radiocarbon sample dated from an earth oven 
context, Green argued that the earliest use of this house 
site dated to the 13th century (Green et al. 1967), but 
one must caution that this sample was not identified to 
species and could have some in-built age.
In closing, while the Amehiti District on the whole 
does not appear to have many high status complexes, 
particularly in its upper reaches, the story is somewhat 
different in the lower elevations. There, elaborate temple 
sites and residences are found, suggesting that elite 
families moved into the most productive agricultural 
lands near the valley bottom and adjacent to running 
water early on in the inland expansion sequence (Kahn 
& Kirch 2013). These data remind us of the dangers of 
utilizing dichotomies such as elite versus commoner 
when interpreting relatively coarse-grained data from 
settlement pattern surveys. This notion is in accordance 
with current archaeological analyses of status roles 
which have moved away from simple dichotomies that 
can mask social identities (Casella & Fowler 2005; 
Voss 2005) to highlight variability found both within 
and among classes and how class is socially negotiated 
in a dynamic fashion (Dobres & Robb; Levine 2011). 
With a larger survey and excavation sample, and the 
benefit of precise chronometric dating, a more complex 
picture of social status and settlement emerges in the 
‘Opunohu Valley, with Amehiti perhaps representing a 
zone of moderate status elites managing a substantial 
workforce of commoner laborers in a highly sustainable 
agricultural zone. The ScMo-15 Aggregate Complex, 
and perhaps nearby temple sites such as ScMo-2 and 
ScMo-28B, likely represent socio-political centers 
where high status lineage leaders carried out rituals 
in concert with specialized priests, and funneled up 
commoner tribute during annual ritual ceremonies, 
similar to patterns found at aggregate complexes in 
Tupauruuru (Kahn 2011; Kahn & Kirch 2013). 
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Note
1.  Shrines are smaller, less elaborate ritual spaces which 
include a pavement with uprights, backrest stone, and 
oftentimes god figures. These spaces, like marae, were 
areas where prayers and offerings were performed to the 
gods and the deceased ancestors. 
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